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Pursuant to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA, M.G.L. c. 30, ss. 6162I) and Section 11.06 of the MEPA regulations (301 CMR 11.00), I hereby determine that this
project does not require an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The project is a waterdependent, public transportation project and permitting agencies have sufficient regulatory
authority to address outstanding issues and condition the project to meet permitting standards
and requirements for construction.
Project Description
As described in the Environmental Notification Form (ENF) and supplemental
information submitted during the extended review period, 1 the project consists of the
reconstruction of a new passenger ferry terminal at the terminal site and the construction of a
new administrative office building at the Palmer Avenue site, located approximately four miles
north of the terminal site in Falmouth.
1

The supplemental information included responses to comments and additional information dated October 2, 2015.
On September 23, 2015 the Proponent requested, and was granted, an extension of the ENF comment period from
September 25 to October 13, 2015 to provide additional information and responses to comments until September 25,
2015.
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The existing terminal site consists of three ferry slips, a pier at the northwestern side of
the site, on which a 20,000-square foot (sf) terminal/administration office building is located.
The 5.67 acre Terminal site is almost entirely paved and utilized for vehicular operations.
The project includes the reconfiguration of the three existing ferry slips located in Great
Harbor to better accommodate vessel operations. This work will include excavation of a large
portion of the existing filled pier. Approximately 24,500 sf of the filled pier will be excavated.
Approximately 575 linear feet (lf) of bulkhead will be set 70 feet (ft) seaward of the existing
bulkheads to create the new pier configuration and approximately 8,200 sf of fill from the
excavation will be placed within the bulkhead seaward of existing slips 1 and 2.
The project also includes the construction of a new two-story 10,000 square foot (sf)
terminal building at the terminal site. The proposed terminal building will be located along the
waterfront at the Foot of Railroad Avenue in Woods Hole Village of Falmouth. The terminal
will house a ticketing area, concessions, lobby restrooms, a break room, a storage room, a utility
room and a few offices. The proposed Administration Office Building will be located in a new
two-story 27,500 sf administration building on the southeastern portion of the Steamship
Authority’s Palmer Avenue parking lot in Falmouth, near the intersection of Palmer Avenue and
Comanche Drive. This building will contain the offices relocated from the existing Terminal
Building. This new building will also contain storage, utility and other ancillary uses.
Project Site
The Woods Hole Ferry Terminal (Terminal Site) is located in the village of Woods Hole
within the Town of Falmouth at the southwestern land-end tip of Cape Cod, northeast by sea
across the Woods Hole Channel from the Elizabeth Islands and north by sea across Vineyard
Sound from Martha’s Vineyard. The Terminal Site is a marine transportation facility that
provides year-round ferry service for both passengers and vehicles (both cars and trucks)
between the Massachusetts mainland and the island of Martha’s Vineyard. The Terminal Site is
owned and operated by the Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority
(SSA).
The existing Terminal Site consists of three ferry slips, a pier at the northwestern portion
of the Terminal Site on which is located a two-story, 20,000 square-foot terminal/administrative
office building, an outdoor passenger waiting areas, vehicle staging areas, bus pick-up and dropoff areas, taxi stands, other limited employee and public parking, and several ancillary buildings.
The 5.67-acre Terminal Site is almost entirely paved and contains: a metered public parking
spaces located on the northeastern portion of the property adjacent to the extension of the
Shining Sea Bike Path that currently ends at Railroad Avenue; an employee parking lot located
on the southeastern portion of the property; a vehicle staging area located consisting of nine rows
approximately 233-feet long surrounded on three sides; and parking for SSA customers.
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance
Rate Map (FIRM) dated July 16, 2014, the project site lies within a coastal high hazard. The
Terminal Site is subject to the FEMA 1% Annual Chance of Flooding, in Coastal Flood Zone
AE13 (Base Flood Elevation, BFE, 13.0) along the landward portion of the site, and the Coastal
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Flood Zone VE15 on the seaward portion. The site is within the Woods Hole Historic District
(except for the outermost portion of the pier) and is zoned as Commercial, Business 1 (B1),
which is found in the older, business districts in Falmouth. There are several businesses in the
vicinity of the Terminal Site along Luscombe Avenue and Railroad Avenue These businesses
similarly are zoned as Commercial, Business 1 (B1).
According to the Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF), the portion of the project site that
lies within Great Harbor is spawning habitat for winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes
americanus). The southerly portion of the project site, as described in the ENF, was mapped
previously by MassDEP as an eelgrass (Zostera marina) meadow.
Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
The potential environmental impacts of the project are associated with temporary impacts
to approximately one acre of Land Under Ocean (LUO) and an overall permanent net increase in
LUO of 0.37 acres, and temporary impacts to 20,826 sf of Land Subject to Coastal Storm
Flowage (LSCSF). However, the supplemental information provided on October 2, 2015 shows
that the project design will now avoid impact to eelgrass. Attachment A of the supplemental
information depicts the current design. It is substantially the same as the alternative identified in
the ENF with the exception of adjustments to the dredging area and the dolphin alignment along
Slip 1. The adjustments will avoid direct impacts to the mapped eelgrass area.
The ENF indicates that the project will reduce vehicular traffic at by approximately 200
average daily trips (adt) due to the relocation of the administrative offices. In addition, it will
improve traffic circulation at the Terminal Site.
Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) will review the project under Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (36 CFR 800). According to
MHC, review of the Inventory of Historic and Archaeological Assets of the Commonwealth
indicates that portions of the project at the existing Steamship Authority Terminal are within the
Woods Hole Historic District (MHC # FAL.AL) listed in the State Register of Historic Places
and a local historic district. Structures that will be demolished at the Terminal Site are located
within the Woods Hole Historic District; however, they are not included on the Inventory or the
State Register. The structure to be demolished at the Palmer Avenue Site is not located within
the Falmouth Village Historic District, nor is it listed on the Inventory or in the State Register.
The proposed new structure at the Palmer Avenue parking lot is adjacent to the Falmouth Village
Historic District (F AL.AG), listed in the State Register of Historic Places and a local historic
district. The MHC recommends that project planners consult with the Falmouth Historic Districts
Commission regarding the need for a Certificate of Appropriateness for the project.
Measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts will include use of turbidity curtains
that will be placed north of the eelgrass beds to minimize sediment and debris movement into
this area during construction. The Proponent has also committed in the supplemental information
provided to adjust northward the dredge area and dolphin alignment along Slip 1 to avoid any
impacts to eelgrass. These adjustments will also reduce the limit of work and avoid any
construction in Estimated and Priority Habitat areas. The project includes additional bicycle
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parking spaces and improved bike access to the Shining Sea Bike Path. A small park near Slip 3
will be expanded and the Shining Sea Bike Path will be extended to that location. Additional
mitigation measures include: shifting the terminal building farther landward to mitigate impacts
to the viewshed of the surrounding neighborhood; improved stormwater management; and
removal and disposal of contaminated soil from the Terminal site.
Permitting and Jurisdiction
The project is undergoing MEPA review and requires an ENF pursuant to 301 CMR
Sections 11.03(3)(b)(1)(e), 11.03(3)(b)(1)(f), and 11.03(3)(b)(6) because it requires a State
Agency Action and will result in new fill or structure or expansion of existing fill or structure in
a velocity zone, the alteration of 1/2 or more acres of wetlands, and the reconstruction of an
existing solid fill structure and pile-supported structures. The project will require a Chapter 91
(c.91) License and a 401 Water Quality Certificate (WQC) from the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection (MassDEP). The project will also require Federal Consistency
Review by the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management (CZM).
It will require an Order of Conditions from the Falmouth Conservation Commission (or
in the case of an appeal, a Superseding Order of Conditions from MassDEP).
Because the Proponent is a State Agency, MEPA jurisdiction is broad in scope and
extends to all aspects of the project that may cause Damage to the Environment, as defined in the
MEPA regulations.
Review of the ENF
The ENF includes a project description, site description including identification of
resource areas, plans for both existing and proposed conditions, a discussion and estimates of
environmental impacts, and identification of measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts.
The ENF also includes an analysis of project alternatives, documentation of c. 91 licensing
history, and an eelgrass report.
As stated in the ENF, numerous alternative designs were developed and evaluated during
the Feasibility Study for this Project. These alternatives were vetted extensively with the public
and were evaluated with respect to practicability, operational efficiency, cost,
aesthetics/viewsheds, navigation, safety and environmental impacts.
Four Waterside Alternatives were developed. These schemes were based upon a partial
excavation of the existing pier and shifting of the bulkhead westward from Slips 1 and 2. The
alternatives discussed include variations on how far to shift the bulkhead westward and ranged
from shifting it between from 20 feet to 130 feet westward. The Preferred Alternative would shift
the bulkhead 70 feet. Each of these Alternatives would increase Land Under the Ocean (LUO)
through excavation of the pier that currently occupies the area proposed for Slips 2 and 3. The
Alternatives include:
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•

20- Foot Bulkhead Shift Alternative: Due to the need to relocate the terminal building
from the existing pier that will be excavated to another location on-site, this alternative
would not allow for adequate landside space for terminal, parking and queuing.

•

100 -Foot Bulkhead Shift Alternative: This alternative would pose a potential impediment
to vessels navigating to/from slips to the north and navigational issues for ferries because
of strong currents in the harbor. It would also encroach upon Estimated/Priority Habitat
Area.

•

130 -Foot Bulkhead Shift Alternative: This alternative would encroach upon navigation
lanes, create a potential impediment to vessels navigating to/from slips to the north, and
would create navigational issues for ferries because of strong currents in the harbor. It
would provide the most amount of landside space for terminal, parking and queuing, but
would encroach upon Estimated/Priority Habitat Area.

•

Preferred Alternative, 70 -Foot Bulkhead Shift Alternative: This alternative would allow
for adequate navigation to/from neighboring slips and provide sufficient landside space
for terminal, parking and queuing.

The ENF also presented several alternative design concepts for the reconstruction of the
Woods Hole Ferry Terminal for the terminal building. The current building is located well below
the flood zone elevation of +13 feet (NAVD88) required for this location. The existing ground
floor is located at elevation +6 feet (NAVD88). In addition, keeping the building in its current
location on the pier would severely restrict the SSA’s ability to improve the condition and
configuration of the three ferry slips. Also, because any material repairs or improvements to the
building will cost more than 50% of its fair value, such repairs or improvements would require
the SSA to bring the entire building into compliance with existing code requirements. To bring
the current building into code can be accomplished by demolishing and reconstructing the
building. The Alternatives discussed in the ENF include:
•

Concept A Alternative: Concept A was premised on maintaining all of the terminal’s
operations on one level with the terminal building located to the north of the site, along
Railroad Avenue. As a result, passengers inevitably would be required to cross vehicular
traffic to board or disembark from the ferries, and the SSA would have to assign
employees to manage the traffic and ensure safety. Concept A would also require
vehicles to cut back through the site in order to drop off and pick up passengers, and the
floor of the terminal building would have an elevation of 13 feet (NAVD88)
(approximately seven feet higher than its current elevation) due to the fact that the
property is in a floodplain.

•

Concept B Alternative: Concept B would take advantage of the site’s original topography
to create a split level at the elevation where the hill previously had existed half-way back
from the water. The terminal building would be located generally at the midway point of
the property, and its first floor would have an elevation of 17 feet (NAVD88). Buses and
vehicles would drop off and pick up passengers behind the terminal building and would
leave by means of Railroad Avenue at a higher location. There would also be elevated
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pedestrian walkways from the terminal building to the ferry slips, assuring not only
passengers’ accessibility but also their safety because they would not have to cross any
vehicular traffic. Finally, vehicles waiting to be loaded onto the ferries would have a
more direct route to their staging area and would not have to make two 180-degree turns.
•

Concept C Alternative: Concept C was based upon having a full second level on a deck
that would be built beginning about half-way away from the water. The terminal building
would be located on top of the deck, again generally at the midway point of the property
and, again, there would be elevated pedestrian walkways from the terminal building to
the ferry slips. Buses and vehicles would drop off and pick up passengers behind the
terminal building; however, because the deck (and the first floor of the terminal building)
would be at a higher elevation (25 feet NAVD88), the buses and vehicles would enter the
property immediately after going over the Crane Street bridge, and they would exit the
terminal by continuing over a ramp to Cowdry Road. As a result, none of that traffic
would exit by means of Railroad Avenue. The lower level staging operations would be
similar to what takes place today, although automobile staging would be located under
the deck. Finally, because the deck would create more space for terminal operations,
Concept C also would provide room for metered public parking spaces, more accessible
parking spaces, shuttle bus spaces, and a larger buffer area around the bike path.

After the alternative design concepts (Concept A-C) were presented to the public at a
community meeting in Woods Hole, the SSA began meeting with a four-member working group
representing the Woods Hole Community Association and the Woods Hole Business
Association. The community working group asked the SSA to develop several possible
variations of two of the three alternative design concepts (Concept A and Concept B), including
relocating the terminal building and reducing it to one story instead of two stories in order to
open the view as much as possible. The community working group also asked the SSA to
develop an additional design concept (Concept D) that would relocate the terminal building to
where the SSA’s freight shed is currently located.
•

Concept D Alternative: This alternative reflects the relocation of a two-story terminal
building to where the SSA’s freight shed is currently located. As a result, all of the shuttle
buses are staged at the south side of the property beside the terminal building, requiring
all vehicular traffic to leave the property by Railroad Avenue. In addition, trucks and cars
taking the ferry would enter the property by means of a ramp off of Cowdry Road, and
the trucks would be staged on the north side of the property, which would in turn result in
the northernmost slip (Slip 3) being used on a regular basis for the SSA’s freight boats
(instead of using Slip 1, which is preferred for navigation reasons). After being dropped
off from the shuttle buses, passengers would walk up a switchback ramp to the terminal
building and then across an elevated pedestrian walkway from the terminal building to
the pier between Slips 1 and 2. Finally, vehicles dropping off and picking up passengers
would park in a portion of the current employees’ parking lot, while some of the
employee parking spaces would be relocated behind the vehicle staging area.

In June 2014, the SSA presented Consensus Solution Alternative, the Preferred
Alternative, to the Woods Hole Community that includes:
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1. The terminal building is farther away from intersection of Woods Hole Road, Crane
Street and Railroad Avenue, which makes it look smaller from that vantage point and
opening up more of the view of the water on both sides of the building.
2. The elevation and general location of the automobile staging area will remain the same as
it is today.
3. The elevation of the bus drop-off and pick-up area will be the same or only slightly
higher than it is today, instead of being 15 to 16 feet (NAVD88).
4. By having the buses exit the terminal closer to the foot of Railroad Avenue instead of
farther up the hill, there is no need to eliminate any of the current parking spaces on
Railroad Avenue.
5. By having most of the property remain at its current elevation, the bike path will remain
level from underneath the Crane Street bridge to Luscombe Avenue, instead of having to
rise from eight feet (NAVD88) to 16 feet and then back to eight feet.
Wetlands and Waterways
The proposed project is subject to the Wetlands Protection Act, its implementing
regulations (310 CMR 10.00), and associated performance standards including the Stormwater
Management Standards (SMS). The project will be permitted as a redevelopment project and, as
such, must meet the Stormwater Standards to the maximum extent practicable.
Comments from MassDEP indicate that the proposed work would be classified as a
water-dependent use project pursuant to the Waterways Regulations at 310 CMR 9.12(2).
MassDEP also concurs that the work can be categorized as “improvement dredging” as defined
in the Waterways Regulations at 9.02. Because the project entails new structures and fill within
both flowed and previously filled tidelands, the project requires a c. 91 License. The project also
requires a WQC for the proposed improvement dredging and excavation of material from
previously filled tidelands. The Proponent may choose to file a combined c. 91/WQC
application (BRP WW26) with MassDEP.
The ENF indicates that the Preferred Alternative, which would relocate Slip 3 further to
the south, would improve navigation in the immediate vicinity of the terminal. During the review
of the c. 91 Application, MassDEP will consult with the Falmouth Harbormaster and adjacent
waterfront property owners to determine whether the proposed realignment will significantly
interfere with public rights of navigation and individual property owners’ right to approach their
waterfront pursuant 310 CMR 9.35.
Presently, stormwater is directly discharged into the adjacent waters without treatment.
The ENF states that the stormwater system will be designed to allow for isolation of portions of
the underground conveyance system so that spills can be captured prior to discharge. This can be
accomplished with oil and grease separation devices and manual or automated shut-off valves
that will capture the spill for clean-up and disposal in accordance with State and federal
regulations.
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The proposed stormwater treatment system represents a significant water quality
improvement over existing conditions. It should also be designed to ensure that all components
of the collection and treatment system can be secured and isolated in the event of a fuel or
hazardous materials spill. This can help prevent hazardous material from entering the stormwater
system and impacting surrounding waters. The Proponent should also develop an Environmental
Management Plan to avoid or minimize environmental impacts resulting from the ferry terminal
operations. Due to its location in a mapped FEMA flood zone, particular attention should be
given to minimizing storm-related impacts, managing hazardous and other materials that pose a
potential water quality impact, and managing vessel fueling operations.
DMF notes that, although the supplemental information plans indicate that the project can
avoid direct impacts to mapped eelgrass habitat, indirect impacts could still result if construction
occurs near eelgrass. DMF recommends a minimum 75-ft buffer from the top of the slope plus
overdredge relative to the nearest edge of any eelgrass identified in the project area to minimize
indirect impacts. The Proponent should submit proposed dredging cross-sections during the c.91
process to demonstrate that the proper setbacks can be maintained. DMF has also recommended
a time-of-year (TOY) restriction from January 15 to May 31 for all dredging activity to avoid
and minimize impacts to winter flounder spawning, demersal egg survival, and juvenile
development.
Project plans provided in the ENF indicate that the soils comprising the earthen pier
between Slips 1 and 3 contain methylnapthalene and arsenic, which will be remediated during
excavation. In addition to the excavation of the pier, the terminal site design plans necessitate
improvement dredging that will produce around 5,000 cubic yards of dredged sediment that will
be disposed of at a landfill or other upland disposal site. Because of contamination present at the
pier, the Proponent should test the dredged sediment and propose disposal options that involve
treatment.
The ENF states that all material leaving the site will be subjected to laboratory analysis to
determine and evaluate off-site reuse and disposal alternatives. Soils excavated from below the
water table and all dredge spoils will be dewatered on-site. Effluent will be treated to remove
suspended solids and returned to the area of excavation within the limits of the existing solid fill
pier.
Climate Change Adaptation and Resiliency
The project site lies within a Coastal High Hazard A Zone according to the FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) dated July 16, 2014 for the area. Impacts to coastal development
and resources associated with current rates of sea level rise, as well as projections for accelerated
trends, will likely increase the height of storm surges and frequency of coastal flooding events.
The current terminal building is at elevation 6. In early 2016, it is anticipated that the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts will adopt the 9th Edition of the State Building Code, 780
CMR (the Code). Under the currently proposed revisions to the Code, the minimum building
floor levels in Coastal High Hazard A Zones for Class II structures will change to require that the
underside of the lowest horizontal structural member be located 2 feet or above the Base Flood
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Elevation (BFE). Assuming a one-foot deep structural floor system, the resulting net change due
to the proposed revisions to the Code is approximately +3 feet over the current 8th Edition of the
Code. For the location of the terminal building, the FEMA mapped BFE for flood Zone AE is
elevation 13 (Zone VE is elevation 15).
A principal objective of the project is to provide a convenient and efficient network of
accessible paths for the thousands of ferry passengers who pass through the terminal on busy
days among all of the ferry slips, passenger boarding platforms, walkways, buildings, parking
areas, bus berths and public sidewalks and streets. The terminal is a water-dependent operation
and must provide accessible paths of travel between landside areas, the terminal building and
vessel boarding doors. The Proponent asserts that this requirement constrains the amount of
elevation that can be incorporated into the terminal building. In addition, the terminal would
connect to Railroad Avenue which abuts the site at elevation +5.6 ft. An accessible route must be
maintained to this public way, which provides both pedestrian and vehicle connections to and
from the site.
Based upon the access needs, the Proponent has committed to determine the highest
optimal elevation of the new terminal building and to provide protection to BFE+4 (elevation 17)
by incorporating dry and/or wet-floodproofing techniques into its design. Dry floodproofing may
include the design of removable flood panels to protect openings, flood doors to protect egress
stair exits, and flood-resistant exterior wall construction where no openings are present.
Alternatively, wet floodproofing techniques would make use of openings or breakaway walls to
allow flood waters to pass through the building.
The other areas of the Terminal Site will also address resiliency to sea level rise and
accessibility in both the near term and the long term by incorporating:
•

Floating Aft Passenger Boarding Platforms: Floating aft platforms with 70-ft long, hinged
gangways will be capable of accommodating a sea level rise of over two feet while
improving accessibility of the gangways used to board passengers traveling on the larger
ferries.

•

Fixed Forward Passenger Boarding Platforms: The new forward platforms will be
constructed to provide vessel access under current sea level conditions, which would
provide appropriate accessibility for passengers traveling on the larger ferries. These
platforms will include ramps and/or platforms on the pier deck. This system will be able
to add more than adequate elevation to address the projected sea level rise over the next
50 years. The current design would add an additional dead load capacity of 50 pounds per
square foot (psf) above what is required to accommodate the initial ramp and platform
system.

•

Bulkhead/Apron Area: The western/waterside portions of the site will be elevated above
the current grades by three to four feet to provide accessible paths of travel to all three
slips, as well as provide a maximally elevated platform for the terminal building. The
maximum amount of additional elevation would be limited by adjacent street elevations,
from which it is required to have accessible paths of travel.
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•

Vessel access: The new slips will incorporate a flexible design that will support
increasing the elevation (and/or length) of transfer bridges and passenger loading
platforms without major disruption to operations. This can be accomplished by adding
“fill” to the landside and repaving the approach. Site drainage will be designed to support
this change and the bulkhead will be designed to support an additional 250 pounds per
square foot (psf) of surcharge loading in the area of the new fill.

•

Marine Structures: Mooring and berthing dolphins will be designed to accommodate
vessel loads at higher elevations. The fender panels will be designed to be capable of
being raised on the dolphin faces. Mooring fixtures will be set back slightly to
accommodate the higher freeboard elevations of the ferries due to projected sea level
changes.

Rare Species
The Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) has
determined that a portion of the proposed project is located within Priority and Estimated
Habitat as indicated in the 13th Edition of the MA Natural Heritage Atlas. Therefore, this project
requires review through a direct filing with NHESP for compliance with the Massachusetts
Endangered Species Act (MESA 321 CMR 10.00). Based on a preliminary review of the ENF, it
is anticipated that the proposed activities within these habitats would not result in a prohibited
“take” of state-listed species, in this case Roseate Terns.
Traffic and Parking
According to the ENF, the project will not generate any increased vehicular traffic at
either the Terminal Site or the Palmer Avenue Site. As designed, the project will not increase
the site’s current capacity for the staging, movement, and parking of vehicles. The amount of
space dedicated to these functions would not increase, and thus there will not be an increase in
operational capacity at the Terminal Site.
The Association to Preserve Cape Cod (APCC) notes that the Steamship Authority may
still need additional parking capacity due to the reduction in the number of parking spaces at the
Terminal Site and at the Palmer Avenue Site and possible growth in passenger traffic. The APCC
asks that the Steamship Authority identify any future demand for parking and, if the Steamship
Authority currently does not have sufficient capacity to accommodate that demand, to identify
specific locations where the additional parking will be supplied.
The Steamship Authority will be eliminating approximately 50 long-term customer
parking spaces at the Terminal Site and approximately 160 customer parking spaces at the
Palmer Avenue Site. As noted in the ENF, the Steamship Authority is currently negotiating with
the Town of Falmouth, which owns the back Woods Hole parking lot behind the Terminal, to
renew its lease for that lot after the current lease expires on December 31, 2015. Because of the
proposed elimination of the 20 public metered parking spaces in the front Woods Hole lot, the
Steamship Authority has proposed designating some of the parking spaces in the back Woods
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Hole lot for use by employees of Woods Hole restaurants and other businesses instead of by the
Steamship Authority customers. While this would reduce the capacity of the back Woods Hole
parking lot for SSA customers the ENF contends that the SSA should still have sufficient
parking capacity for all of its customers except during a few peak summer weekends, assuming
that the SSA otherwise renews its lease for the back Woods Hole parking lot.
The Steamship Authority opened a new parking lot on Technology Park Drive (the TBL
Lot) in late June 2015. It has 1,922-spaces. It is not longer using the following off-site lots:
•
•
•
•

677 Gifford Street – a total of 385 parking spaces;
709 Gifford Street – a total of 575 parking spaces;
Falmouth High School (874 Gifford Street) (previously leased by the SSA for use on
summer weekends) – a total of ~500 parking spaces; and
1249-1955 Route 28A, Cataumet (Bourne) (the Cataumet Lot) – (leased by the SSA for
use during summer weekends) – a total of ~950 parking spaces.

In the supplemental information provided, the SSA states that it hopes to make more
efficient use of its existing parking lots to accommodate any occasional unexpected high level
demand. This year the SSA also entered into a lease allowing a car rental agency to rent cars at
the SSA’s Palmer Avenue Site, and the SSA hopes that the availability of rental cars at that
convenient location for island residents will reduce the need for them to park their cars in the
SSA’s parking lots. But in the event these combined measures are not sufficient on an occasional
summer weekend, the SSA can again re-open the existing Cataumet Lot to accommodate the
additional demand. The Cataumet Lot is located even farther away from downtown Falmouth
and SSA shuttle buses traveling between that lot and the Woods Hole terminal would simply
continue to use Route 28 to the Otis Rotary and then Route 28A to the Cataumet Lot. The
occasional re-opening of that lot itself will not create any significant traffic congestion.
Cultural Resources
According to the Board of Underwater Archaeological Resources (BUAR), no
submerged archaeological resources are known to exist at the project site. BUAR notes that due
to the long history of maritime activity in the vicinity of the project site, unknown resources may
be encountered during construction. In that event, the Proponent should consult with BUAR
regarding any actions that may be necessary.
Construction
I encourage the SSA to set an aggressive target for the recycling of construction and
demolition debris. Demolition activities must comply with MassDEP’s Solid Waste and Air
Pollution Control regulations, including those related to management of demolition procedures
and debris, including asbestos-containing materials. All construction activities should be
undertaken in compliance with the conditions of all State and local permits. I encourage the SSA
to participate in MassDEP’s Clean Air Construction Initiative by requiring contractors to retrofit
vehicles with emission control equipment. Project contractors are now required to use ultra low
sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel (15 parts per million of sulfur) in off-road engines.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)
This project offers many opportunities to minimize GHG emissions and energy use of its
landside components, while providing cost savings. The SSA is considering whether to attempt
to make the new terminal building a net-zero energy terminal. SSA is proposing to include
ground source heat pumps for space conditioning and on-site solar photo-voltaic generated
energy on canopies over the main vehicle staging area. I also encourage the SSA to voluntarily
undertake additional measures to minimize GHG emissions such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pursuit of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and/or
Energy Star certifiable project status;
Availability of potential rebates from energy providers associated with the
installation of highly efficient equipment;
Building orientation to reduce energy usage;
Energy efficient lighting (both interior and exterior);
Interior day-lighting of buildings;
Wall and roof insulation exceeding Building Code requirements;
Low U-Value windows;
High-efficiency HVAC systems;
Low flow plumbing fixtures
High-albedo roofing materials;
Incorporation of third-party building commissioning;
Implementation of lighting motion sensors, climate control and building energy
management systems.
On-site renewable energy sources, particularly photovoltaic (PV) systems;
Energy performance tracking capabilities; and
Energy Star-rated appliances.

Conclusion
The ENF has sufficiently defined the nature and general elements of the project for the
purposes of MEPA review and identified measures to avoid, minimize and/or mitigate impacts.
Based on the information in the ENF, consultation with State Agencies and a review of comment
letters, I find that the preparation of an EIR is not warranted. The project may proceed to State
permitting.

October 23, 2015
Date

___________________________
Matthew A. Beaton
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Woods Hole Community Association
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Philip Logan
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September 22, 2015

Ed DeWitt
Executive Director
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert Cunningham
President

Matthew Beaton, Secretary
Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Office
Anne Canaday, EEA # 15410
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114

Margo Fenn
Vice President

RE:
Form

Robert Summersgill
Treasurer

Dear Secretary Beaton:

Elizabeth Nill
Clerk
Barbara Brennessel
Elliott Carr
Michael Corrigan
Anne Ekstrom
Katherine Garofoli
Thomas Huettner
Elizabeth Jenkins
Blue Magruder
Eliza McClennen
Maureen O’Shea

Woods Hole Ferry Terminal Reconstruction Project Environmental Notification

The Association to Preserve Cape Cod (APCC) is the Cape’s leading nonprofit environmental
advocacy and education organization. Founded in 1968 and today representing over 5,000
members across the region, APCC’s mission is to preserve, protect and enhance the natural
resources of Cape Cod. APCC has reviewed the Woods Hole Ferry Terminal Reconstruction
Project Environmental Notification Form (ENF) and offers the following comments.
According to the ENF, the Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship
Authority (SSA) proposes to reconstruct its Woods Hole ferry terminal and to construct a new
administration building at the site of its passenger parking facilities at Palmer Ave. in
Falmouth. Among other elements, the project includes demolition of the existing
terminal/administration building, excavation of a large section of the existing pier,
reconstruction and modernization of all three existing ferry slips including vessel sewage
pump-out facilities, construction of a new terminal building, a reduction in the number of
parking spaces at the terminal site and the Palmer Ave. site, and construction of a new
administration building at the Palmer Ave. site.

Donald Palladino
Charles Sumner
Daniel Webb

Potential Impacts from Increased Capacity: As indicated above, the ENF proposes to
reconstruct all three ferry slips so that they are each fully operational and capable of
performing all ferry service functions, compared to existing conditions where two slips are
set up for that purpose and the third is used for ferry berthing and repairs. The ENF
emphatically and repeatedly states that there are no plans to increase ferry service or
operations at the Woods Hole terminal. The SSA maintains that in proposing this project, it
intends to use only two slips for operational purposes at the same time, but updating all
three gives the SSA the flexibility to alternate slip use when necessary. The ENF contends that
the limited number of parking spaces at the terminal site, coupled with the fact that the two
slips currently in active use are already capable of accommodating additional ferry trips, is
proof that increasing ferry service is not the intent behind the proposed upgrades.
The ENF states that there should be no increase in Woods Hole traffic, and instead estimates
there would be a net reduction in Woods Hole traffic of 200 fewer trips per day, due to the
relocation of the administration building to Palmer Ave. However, the ENF also states there
could be a need for additional parking capacity due to reduction of parking spaces at the

3010 Main Street l P.O. Box 398 I Barnstable, MA 02630-0398
Tel: 508-362-4226 l info@apcc.org l www.apcc.org
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION. DUES AND CONTRIBUTIONS TAX DEDUCTIBLE AS PROVIDED
BY LAW.
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terminal site and at the Palmer Ave. lot, even with the addition of the new 1,922-space parking lot on
Technology Park Drive that opened in June, 2015. The ENF suggests that there is potential for more
parking capacity to be added in the future to the Palmer Ave. site or to another unidentified location.
APCC recommends that the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) identify the anticipated future demand
for parking, show whether the project as proposed will or will not accommodate that anticipated
parking demand, and identify specific locations where additional parking will be supplied if a need is
determined.
Despite assurances to the contrary by the SSA in the ENF, APCC is aware of concern within the greater
community that upgrading the operational function of all three Woods Hole terminal slips will open up
the potential for greater intensity of use of the ferry service in the future.
The ENF does acknowledge that the proposed project will theoretically increase the SSA's operating
capacity, even though the two operating slips are not currently used to their full capacity. Although the
ENF states that current trends do not indicate a substantial increase in demand that would require use
of all three slips at the same time, it does state that "if and when" there is an increase in ferry service
demand, the SSA "can be expected to respond to that demand by managing, reducing and mitigating"
traffic impacts.
In discussing why increases in ferry-related traffic are not anticipated in the near future, the ENF states
that the significant percentage of the growth in passenger and vehicle numbers over the years has
occurred in the off-season, when overall traffic in the surrounding community is less of an impact.
However, the table on page 145 of the ENF shows a month-by-month breakdown of vehicle trips from
1990 to present, which reveals a general upward trend in the number of vehicles using the service in the
July and August peak summer months. In July and August of 1990, total vehicle numbers were 45,565
and 50,406, respectively, and in 2014 for July and August, total numbers were 61,113 and 62,457,
respectively, with slight up or down fluctuations from year to year. The table on page 135 shows the
total number of passengers in 1990 was 272,585 in July and 308,055 in August, and increased in 2014 to
349,545 in July and 377,739 in August. In both cases, the data provided in the ENF show a steady
increase in ferry use during the peak summer months.
The proposed expansion of terminal slip operation capabilities in the ENF suggests the need for a
comprehensive study of the upper Cape region's (and especially Woods Hole's) existing infrastructure
capacity and its ability to sustain a potential future expansion of ferry service. It would also be
advantageous for the public to know in greater detail the SSA’s long-range operation and growth plan
for ferry service to Martha’s Vineyard from Woods Hole and other potential locations, and how the
proposed terminal reconstruction project fits into those plans.
Impacts to Habitat: The ENF states that an area estimated as something less than 2,000 sf of eelgrass
beds will be impacted from proposed dredging for the terminal project. Surveys conducted to determine
the extent of eelgrass beds in that location documented moderate to heavy population densities of
eelgrass. APCC recommends that the EIR provide a detailed study of alternatives that would avoid
impacts to the eelgrass. If it is determined that impacts cannot be avoided, the EIR should discuss
proposals for minimizing and mitigating impacts to the eelgrass beds.
According to the ENF, dredging and slip reconstruction will take place within area mapped as Estimated
and Priority Habitat of state-listed rare species. At the time of the ENF’s publication, the specific rare
species mapped for this location were unknown to the SSA. APCC recommends that information about
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the mapped species be provided in the EIR, as well as a determination from the Massachusetts Natural
Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) regarding the likelihood that mapped species will be
impacted by the project. If a determination is made by NHESP that the project as proposed will result in
a species “take,” the EIR should include discussion of project modifications to avoid a take. If impacts are
unavoidable, the EIR should include a proposed plan to minimize and mitigate project impacts to
mapped species.
Portions of the existing Palmer Ave. parking lot are within mapped Priority and Estimated Habitat for
rare species, according to map EC-1 in the ENF. The EIR should confirm whether any development
activity will occur within the mapped portions of the parking lot.
Wastewater: According to the ENF, the Woods Hole terminal site will be connected to sewer, but a
conventional Title 5 septic system is proposed for the new administration building at the Palmer Ave.
parking lot site. APCC recommends that the EIR discuss potential wastewater impacts to impaired water
resources resulting from this project, especially regarding a determination whether the project meets
regionally accepted nitrogen loading standards.
Stormwater: The ENF states that the Woods Hole terminal reconstruction project and the Palmer Ave.
administration building development project will both include adequate stormwater management. APCC
recommends that the EIR provide more specific details about the project’s stormwater management
plans. The discussion should include whether Low Impact Development (LID) techniques will be utilized
in the stormwater management plan, especially for the Palmer Ave. site where there may be more
opportunity for LID to be used.
Hazardous Materials: The ENF states that soil contaminated with 2-metylnapthalene and arsenic at the
terminal site will be removed during reconstruction of the pier. APCC recommends that the EIR explain
how the contaminated soil will be disposed of, and where it will be disposed.
Climate Change Preparedness: APCC is pleased to see that the ENF describes specific design features in
the proposed terminal reconstruction project that are included in order to address sea level rise
predictions for the northeast, based on the anticipated 50-year life of the project. Such planning will
help ensure that our coastal infrastructure is resilient to changing sea levels and other impacts from
climate change.
APCC thanks the Secretary for the opportunity to provide written comments on this development
project, which has significant implications for the future of regional transportation on Cape Cod and the
Islands. APCC looks forward to reviewing the EIR when it is released.
Sincerely,

Don Keeran
Assistant Director

cc:

Cape Cod Commission
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
ATTN:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Matthew A. Beaton, Secretary, EEA
Anne Canaday, MEPA Unit
Bruce Carlisle, Director, CZM
October 13, 2015
EEA-15410, Woods Hole Ferry Terminal Reconstruct, Falmouth

The Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management (CZM) has completed its review of
the above-referenced Environmental Notification Form (ENF), noticed in the Environmental Monitor
dated August 26, 2105 and offers the following comments.
Project Description
The project involves the redevelopment of two Steamship Authority (SSA) properties: the
Woods Hole ferry terminal (terminal site) and the Palmer Avenue parking lot (Palmer Avenue site).
The existing terminal site consists of three ferry slips, a pier at the northwestern side of the site, on
which a 20,000 square foot (sf) terminal/administration office building is located. The 5.67 acre
Terminal site is almost entirely paved, and utilized for vehicle operations, including: vehicle staging
areas, bus pick-up and drop-off areas, taxi stands, and employee and public parking areas. The
Palmer Avenue site is an existing parking facility, operated by the SSA, is located approximately four
miles north of the terminal site. It has a total of 1,753 parking spaces. The Palmer Avenue site is
proposed as the relocation site for the administrative offices currently located at the Terminal site.
The redevelopment of the terminal site involves the reconfiguration of the 3 existing ferry
slips to better accommodate vessel operations and to increase the distance between the adjacent
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute vessel slips and the relocated and reconstructed passenger
terminal. This work includes the construction of a new terminal building and excavation a large
portion of the existing filled pier. Approximately 24,500 sf of the filled pier will be excavated with
approximately 8,200 sf of fill to be placed seaward of the existing slips 1 and 2, and approximately
575 inear feet of bulkhead will be set 70 feet seaward of the existing bulkheads to create the new
filled pier configuration.
Project Comments
The SSA Woods Hole ferry terminal is a marine transportation facility supporting vehicle
and passenger ferry service to the island of Martha’s Vineyard. The facility plays a critical role
transporting passengers, vehicles and freight to all communities on Martha’s Vineyard. CZM
recognizes the need to modernize this facility to better accommodate the increased number of
passengers and freight that the SSA has experienced over the past few decades, and which will likely
continue to increase in the future. In order to minimize potential impacts from this work, CZM
recommends the following:

Certain required activities at this facility, such as fueling and limited maintenance operations,
can be a potential source of contamination and could directly or indirectly impact coastal resource
areas. CZM recommends that the proponent develop an Environmental Management Plan to
reduce environmental impacts associated with ferry terminal operations. An Environmental
Management Plan helps identify potential pollution sources associated with the proposed facility and
should incorporate Best Management Practices into the design and operation of this facility. Due to
the location of this facility within a mapped FEMA flood zone, particular attention should be given
to minimizing storm-related impacts, the management of hazardous materials and materials that
pose a potential water quality impact, vessel fueling operations and management, and on-site
stormwater management. This document should be developed and presented as part of the required
local, state and federal permitting process.
CZM recognizes that the proposed stormwater treatment system represents a significant
water quality improvement over existing conditions. Presently, stormwater is directly discharged
into the adjacent waters and has no treatment. CZM recommends that the stormwater system be
designed to insure all components of the collection and treatment system can be secured and
isolated in the event of a fuel or hazardous materials spill. This can help prevent hazardous material
from entering the stormwater system and impacting surrounding waters.
CZM commends SSA for the innovative climate change considerations that are incorporated
into the design of the site and address anticipated sea-level rise for the next 50 year period. CZM
staff have been in consultation with SSA representatives to assist the SSA build resiliency into their
design plans and will continue to do so.
Federal Consistency
The proposed project may be subject to CZM federal consistency review. For further
information on this process, please contact, Robert Boeri, Project Review Coordinator, at 617-6261050 or visit the CZM web site at www.state.ma.us/czm/fcr.htm.
BKC/sm
cc:

Stephen McKenna, CZM Cape & Islands Regional Coordinator
Jim Mahala, MassDEP
Jennifer McKay, Falmouth Conservation Commission
59 Town Hall Square, Falmouth, MA 02540

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Division of Marine Fisheries
251 Causeway Street, Suite 400
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
David E. Pierce
Director

(617) 626-1520
fax (617) 626-1509

October 13, 2015
Secretary Matthew A. Beaton
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
Attn: MEPA Office
Page Czepiga, EEA No. 15410
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114

Charles D. Baker
Governor
Karyn E. Polito
Lieutenant Governor
Matthew A. Beaton
Secretary
George N. Peterson, Jr.
Commissioner
Mary-Lee King
Deputy Commissioner

Dear Secretary Beaton:
The Division of Marine Fisheries (MarineFisheries) has reviewed the Environmental
Notification Form as well as the revised plans dated October 2, 2015 for Woods Hole, Martha’s
Vineyard, and the Nantucket Steamship Authority to carry out the Woods Hole Ferry Terminal
Reconstruction Project in Great Harbor in the Town of Falmouth. The “Terminal Site”
component of the project includes repairs to existing bulkhead, dolphin, fender, and transfer
bridge infrastructure and slip reconfiguration. This latter component would include associated
dredging. Existing marine fisheries resources and potential impacts to these resources are
outlined below.
The southerly portion of the project site has been mapped previously by the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) as an eelgrass (Zostera marina) meadow (Fig. 1), one of the
most productive habitats for numerous marine species [1,2]. A survey performed in July 2015
by GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. confirmed the presence of eelgrass in this region. Eelgrass has
declined in Massachusetts by approximately 20% in the past decade, an estimated 3 acres of
eelgrass lost per year [3]. Every effort should be made to avoid impacts to eelgrass.

Figure 1. DEP mapped eelgrass in the vicinity of the project site.
MarineFisheries has identified Great Harbor as spawning habitat for winter flounder
(Pseudopleuronectes americanus). Winter flounder enter the area and spawn from January
through May, laying clumps of eggs directly on the substrate. These demersal eggs hatch
approximately fifteen to twenty days later. The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
has designated winter flounder spawning habitat as “Habitat Areas of Particular Concern”
(HAPC). A recent stock assessment has determined that Southern New England/Mid Atlantic
winter flounder populations are at only 16% of the recommended recovery level [4]. Because of
the winter flounder stock status, every effort should be made to protect winter flounder and their
spawning habitat.
MarineFisheries offers the following comments for your consideration:
•

•

The southernmost proposed dredge area in the original ENF bordered a recently
delineated eelgrass bed and also directly overlapped the northern section of the bed (ENF
Fig. E-1). The revised plans avoid direct impacts by removing the dredging footprint
within mapped eelgrass habitat (Attachment A). Indirect impacts could still result under
the revised plans if work activity occurs in close proximity to eelgrass. For example,
dredging near eelgrass could result in indirect loss through slumping and erosion.
Turbidity associated with post-dredge vessel traffic could also result in further indirect
impacts to bordering eelgrass in this region. The distance between the northern border of
mapped eelgrass and the southern border of the dredge track is not listed in Attachment
A. MarineFisheries recommends a minimum 75 foot buffer from the top of the slope
plus overdredge relative to the nearest edge of any eelgrass identified in the project area
to minimize indirect impacts.
Any dredge activity permitted adjacent to (within 75 feet) of eelgrass should require
associated pre- and post-dredge monitoring and mitigation at a 3:1 ratio for any observed
eelgrass loss.

•

A time of year (TOY) restriction of January 15 to May 31 is recommended for all
dredging activity to minimize impacts to winter flounder spawning, demersal egg
survival, and juvenile development [5].

Questions regarding this review may be directed to John Logan in our New Bedford office at
(508) 990-2860 ext. 141.
Sincerely,

David E. Pierce
Director
cc:

Falmouth Conservation Commission
Stephen Lecco, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Chuck Martinsen, Falmouth Shellfish Constable
Christopher Boelke & Alison Verkade, NMFS
Robert Boeri, Steve McKenna, CZM
Ed Reiner, EPA
Ken Chin, DEP
Richard Lehan, DFG
Kathryn Ford, Tom Shields, John Mendes, Christian Petitpas, DMF
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